Avoidance sectors to reduce dosimetric impact of an irreproducible pannus on setup uncertainty in prostate SBRT VMAT: A case study.
This work investigates whether the use of an avoidance sector in a two-arc volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) prostate stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) plan reduces dosimetric variations due to an irreproducible pannus. A morbidly obese patient with favorable-risk prostate cancer elected treatment with SBRT. The patient was treated with the avoidance arcs across the pannus to eliminate reproducibility issues created by daily pannus variability in set up. For post-treatment assessment, the case was planned using Varian Eclipse™ treatment planning system (TPS) with two VMAT arcs with and without 100° avoidance sectors across the pannus. The dose was re-calculated using the external body contour from four daily treatment cone-beam computer tomography scans, and on two virtual body contours created by expanding the pannus region of the external contour by 5 and 10 mm. Dose differences between planned and re-calculated rectal wall mean dose and the V24Gy were numerically larger in the absence of the avoidance sector for all fractions and for both simulated pannus variations, with maximum changes of 2.6% and 1.3%. Maximum point dose variations in the PTV, CTV, rectum, bladder, and femoral heads were 105 cGy or less for all cases, with and without the avoidance sector. The use of an avoidance sector across this large, asymmetrical pannus did not inhibit achieving dose constraints and provided a reduction in dose variability which was nominal in this case for 10 mm variations. Avoidance sectors can be safely implemented in cases with obvious reproducibility concerns in the setting of prostate VMAT SBRT.